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ABSTRACT: We in this work have presented the simulation results of the convolutional encoders and decoders. With the use
of MATLAB, we have presented an interactive learning module with graphical user interface. We have presented the frame-
work for the functionality and features of the interactive learning module. When teaching the security of the telecommunica-
tion systems, we use the interactive learning module. This part adds to curriculum of the telecommunication system security.
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1. Introduction

Numerous existing interactive program modules only allow encoding and decoding of binary sequences using convolutional
encoders/decoders [9, 10], but they do not keep a database of all valid combinations of polynomial generators and the corre-
sponding value of the parameter free distance, and a database of the best convolutional encoders, the encoders with maximum
free distance defining the corrective capabilities of the encoders.

For example, the e-learning interactive course “Channel coding and decoding” [9] is organized in 3 parts: lecturebased course,
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exercises and dynamic simulations. The main objectives of this tool are: explaining through illustrations the realization of the
encoder, the decoding process, error detection and correction, performances of the codes.

Based on authors work on convolutional encoders during the last several years, an Interactive Learning Module, which
integrates processes “divide” and “search” to find candidates for the best encoders and appropriate learning content, is
developed in order to assist students in learning the topic of convolutional encoders analysis. The Interactive Learning Module
described in the paper is a part of a software system for convolutional encoding/decoding. It is based on a set of MATLAB tools
developed and tested previously [6, 7, 8]. A special Graphical User Interface (GUI) is realized to facilitate interactivity and
learning process.

The learning content in the Interactive Learning Module covers subjects from communication circuit architecture to illustrations
on the choice of connections between the adders and the register’s flip-flops in the convolutional encoder’s structure influenc-
ing the characteristics of the code, and changes in the choice of connections creating different codes.

The connections are not selected and changed randomly. The problem of selecting connections giving optimal distance
properties is complex and generally unsolvable, but for any value of the constraint length of the code less than 20, the best
codes are found [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The Interactive Learning Module is intended for simulation study of convolutional encoders and
decoders in presence of noise.

The Interactive Learning Module is implemented using MATLAB and GUIDE (Graphical User Interface Development Environ-
ment). First the software system for convolutional encoding is described briefly, then the GUI developed and finally the
Interactive Learning Module functionality.

2. Software System For Convolutional Encoding And Interactive Learning Module Implementing “Divide And Search” Proce-
dure

2.1. Software system for convolutional encoding
Using the computational and graphical environment MATLAB and its extensions Communications Toolbox and Symbolic Math
Toolboxes [11] a software system for simulation study of convolutional encoders and decoders in the presence of noise is
implemented. The system integrates four modules: Module 1: “Divide and search”, Module 2:

“Convolutional encoding and decoding”, Module 3:

“Determining the performance of convolutional encoders”, and Module 4: “Simulation study of cascaded convolutional encod-
ers” (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Architecture of the system implemented and connectivity of the four modules of the system
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The first module performs “Divide and search” procedure involving the processes “dividing” the combinations of generator
polynomials into valid and non-valid, and “searching” the valid combinations to find the encoders, candidates for the best
encoders.

2.2. Layout and Functionality of GUI
The layout of the Interactive Learning Module with GUI is presented in Fig. 2. The layout is organized in 5 panels:

• Panel 1: Convolutional encoders;

• Panel 2: 4 push-buttons giving information about Module 1;

• Panel 3: Parameters of the studied group of convolutional encoders;

• Panel 4: Run;

• Panel 5: Visualization of the databases.

These five panels in the layout with the push-buttons and pop-up menus are described in details further.

Pressing the “Info” push-button (Fig. 2, panel 2) the architecture of the system implemented is shown in a separate graphics
window, as the connection of the four modules of the system are given, as well as information about the use of Module 1:
“Divide and search” (Fig. 1).

Below a “Convolutional encoders” panel (Fig. 2, panel 1) with two push-buttons and two pop-up menus is located. It supports
learning content on the topics of digital communication systems and convolutional encoders.

The “Convolutional encoders” panel (Fig. 2, panel 1) allows students to learn some basic concepts in the theory of convolu-
tional codes. When pushing the first push-button (“What is DCS?”) the structure of the functional diagram of a digital

Figure 2. Layout of the Interactive Learning Module with GUI
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Figure 3. Learning content on the representation model of a convolutional encoder using connections vectors

2.3. Functionality of the Interactive Learning Module
Pressing the “Architecture” push-button the architecture of Module 1: “Divide and search” is displayed in a separate graphics
window (Fig. 4), the third improved version [7].

communication system (DCS) is shown in a separate graphics window where the blocks “channel coding” (in the transmitter)
and “channel decoding” (in the receiver) in a digital communication system are marked in blue, and they are subject of the study
using the implemented application.

When pushing the second push-button (“What is it?”) the structure of a convolutional encoder and a brief explanation of its
principle of operation are shown in a graphical window.

From the “Description” pop-up menu a representation model (connections vectors, polynomial generators, state diagram, tree
diagram, trellis diagram) of a convolutional encoder is chosen from six possible options. The model selected is displayed in a
separate graphical window. Figure 3 illustrates the selection of connections vectors option) and information relevant to the
representation model of the encoder for the simplest convolutional encoder with constraint length L = 3 and number of generator
polynomials n = 2, with generators 111 and 101, respectively is given in details.

From the “Applications” pop-up menu (Fig. 2, panel 1) one of seven proposed applications of the convolutional encoders in the
field of telecommunications is chosen. It aims to inspire students on the subject studied. For each of the selected options for
learning content on convolutional encoders’ applications in telecommunications (coding in a channel with error grouping,
channel coding in wireless communications, encoding in control channels in GSM, encoding in control channels in IS-54,
parameters of encoders, used in GSM and IS-95, history of space exploration, global satellite systems for personal communica-
tions) is displayed in a separate graphics window.
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Figure 4. Architecture of Module 1: “Divide and search” when pressing the “Architecture” push-button The blocks of the
architecture in Figure 4 are described below

After passing through all possible combinations of polynomial generators, they are divided into two groups:

1) non-valid combinations, stored in the database NVc_L_GP.mat and not examined;

2) valid combinations divided into two subgroups: valid stopped combinations, stored in the database VSc_L_GP.mat, for which
the simulation is terminated after a fixed time (100 s) in an attempt to determine their free distance and valid non-stopped
combinations, stored in the database VNSc_L_GP.mat, for which the simulation of the “divide and search” procedure has
completed successfully, as their free distance is determined. From all valid non-stopped combinations in a separate database
maxdf_L_GP.mat the combinations with a maximum value of the parameter free distance d 

free max
 are stored. If  d 

free max
 is even

the database omaxdf_L_GP.mat is generated where the encoders with free distance  d
free max

 -1 are kept. These two databases
form the database best_L_GP.mat, which stores all possible candidates for the best encoders. The databases VNSc_L_GP.mat,
maxdf_L_GP.mat, omaxdf_L_GP.mat and best_L_GP.mat are modified respectively into the databases VNSc_L_GP_df.mat,
maxdf_L_GP_df.mat, omaxdf_L_GP_df.mat and best_L_GP_df.mat, containing information about the corresponding value of
the parameter free distance.

After testing the candidates for the best encoders using Module 2 of the system all catastrophic encoders that allow cata-
strophic spreading of errors during the decoding process are stored in the database catdf_L_GP.mat. After eliminating the
catastrophic encoders from the database best_L_GP.mat the database bestnc_L_GP.mat containing the encoders that actually
have the chance to be the best is formed [7].

Module 1 was tested for the following cases: L = 3 and GP = 2 ÷5, L = 4 and GP = 2 ÷5, L = 5 and GP = 2 ÷ 5, L = 6 and GP = 2 ÷3,
L = 7 and GP = 2 ÷3 , L = 8 and GP = 2 ÷3, L = 9 and GP = 2, L =10 and GP = 2 . Using the mathematical models developed for
cascaded convolutional encoders [8], “Divide and search” procedure is implemented for convolutional encoders with two
registers and three generator polynomials used as internal encoder in the structure of the cascaded convolutional encoder, for
the cases L = [2 2] and GP = 3 , L = [3 3] and GP = 3.

The results of the simulation study are summarized in the table that is displayed in a separate graphics window when clicking on
the “Statistics” push-button (Figure 5).
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Figure 6. Dialog box “Selection?” when pressing the “Run” push-button

In the “Visualization of databases” button-group (Fig. 2, panel 5) there are six push-buttons: NVc, VSc, VNSc, maxdf, omaxdf and
best. When pressing one of them the diagram of the algorithm implemented in the script DS_L_GP.m (only when L = 3, GP = 2)
is given in a graphical window (Fig. 7) and the content of the corresponding database is visualized in the Variable Editor (Fig. 8)
where the first two columns are the decimal generators (Fig. 8, block 1), and the third column (if available) is the value of the free
distance (Fig. 8, block 2). The best encoders with maximum free distance are shown in Fig. 8, block 3.

Figure 5. Analysis of convolutional encoders when pressing the “Statistics” push-button

In the “Parameters of the studied group of convolutional encoders” panel the user is able to choose from a pop-up menu the
value of the constraint length L (3 to 10) and the number of generator polynomials n (2 to 5) of the encoder. These lists of options
could be extended to other possible values. Pressing the “Run” push-button (Fig. 2, panel 4) a dialog box “Selection?” is shown
(Fig. 6) with the following message: “The use of embedded databases is recommended, since in some cases the simulation takes
too long time! Doyou want to follow the procedure “Divide and search?””.

If the user selects “No”, the data from running “Divide and search” procedure embedded in the developed application is loaded
and the user can use it “for granted” when working with other system’s modules. If the user wants to continue to test the
performance of the procedure he/she may need to be armed with great patience. The run time for the procedure is shown in
seconds, when performing the “Divide and search” procedure. Otherwise the corresponding field is blank. For example, the
simulation time for testing the group of convolutional encoders with L = 3, GP = 2 is 417.5930 sec.
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Figure 7. Block-diagram of the algorithm implemented in “Divide and search” procedure – block “Maximum” when pressing
the “maxdf” push-button

Figure 8. Variable Editor for the variables VNSc_3_2 and VNSc_3_2_df when pressing the “VNSc” push-button
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3. Conclusion

The Interactive Learning Module will be used in teaching the course “Coding in Telecommunications Systems”, included as
optional in the curriculum of the specialty “Telecommunication Systems” for the Bachelor degree. Future work plans to develop
similar applications covering other codes studied in this course: linear, cyclic, BCH-codes, Reed-Solomon codes and turbo-
codes.
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